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Introduction 
The purpose of this paper is to study the relationship between K,(R) and 
K*(R/Z), where * = 2,3 and Z is a nilpotent ideal of the commutative ring R. The 
tools that allow us to do so are the relative term K2(R, I) described by Keune [lo] 
and the Tate map KzR + f?', as extended by Gersten [7]. 
Now K,(R) + K,(R/Z) is classically an isomorphism for - 00 < * s 1 (except for 
units in Ki) and onto for * = 2. Van der Kallen’s computation [17]shows that it is not 
generally injective for * = 2. The other known results along these lines [14, 191 are 
that this map is an isomorphism if we replace K, by its approximations Ki (for R 
noetherian) or KV,. 
The main results of this paper are: 
(1) K,(R)+ Ks(R/Z) is neither onto nor into and maps exotic elements nontrivi- 
ally. 
(2) KJ(R)+K~(R/Z) isontoand Kz(R)+Kz(R/Z) isasplitsurjectionwhen R/Z is 
an integrally closed complete intersection, under various restrictions on Z and the 
characteristic. 
(3) If fc R, Z2 = 0, then there is an exact sequence of R-modules 
where 6: Z OZ + ZORR. The R-module structure on K2(R, I) is given by ~(a, r) = 
(sa, r)* 
Thus (3) gives a reasonably complete interpretation of K2(R, I) in terms of 
differentials. 
In Section 1 we study K,(R, I) in the case I’ = 0. This lays the groundwork for 
later sections and establishes (3). We give two applications: for $E R, p a prime ideal 
of R we have Kz(R,, Zp)=R,BRK2(R, I). Secondly, if R =k[x,,..., x,]/P2, 
char(k) # 2 and S = R/Z is a complete intersection, Z = P/P2, then Kl(R, I) = A'ZO 
IO& 
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In Section 2 we consider R = k[x,, . . . , x,1/P’, I = P/P’, where k is a field, $E k, 
and study the map Kz(R, I) + K*(R). We show that this map is a split injection if 
S = R/I is an integrally closed complete intersection. This is one instance of (2). 
In Section 3 we consider R = k[x,, . . . , x,1/P”‘, k a field containing l/m !, where 
S = R/P is normal, and P = (r). We establish (2) in this case and illustrate (1) for 
I = (t’), m >j > m/2. We obtain similar results in case R is the truncated polynomial 
ring k[t]/(t”), k any commutative ring containing l/m! 
I would like to thank A. Geramita, M. Krusemeyer and W. Vasconcelos for several 
helpful conversations, as well as S. Geller and L. Roberts. In addition, I am indebted 
to K. Dennis for showing me [2] and other unpublished work on the Tate map 
-dlog : KzR + 0:. Finally, I would like to thank the Institute for Advanced Study for 
its hospitality during my stay. 
1. The case I*=0 
Let R be a commutative ring, I a radical ideal of R. Then [lo, Theorem 1.51 the 
relative group K2(R, I) is presented as an abelian group by generators (a, r) 
(a, b E I, r, s E R) and relations 
(Dl) (a, 6) (-6, -a> = 1, 
(D2) (a, r) (a, s) = (a, r + s + urs), 
(D3) (a, rs) = (ar, s) (as, r), 
(D2’) (a, r) (b, r) = (a + b + ubr, r), 
(D3’) (ub, r) = (a, br) (b, ur) (-ubr, -1). 
Remark. The asymmetry between (D3) and (D3’) follows from the fact that the 
symbol (1, ~)=(-a, -1) is not always zero, as the example (1, -2) = (2, -1) = 
I-1, -1) # 0 in Kz(Z/4Z, 2) shows. However, if $E R and a PJ = 0, then we can 
choose b E UR so that 1 + u = (1 + b)2, and then 1 = (6, 1) = (-6, -1)’ = (-a, -l), by 
(D2’). 
Notation 1.1. We set S = R/I, and write IiT Z for the quotient of I&I by the 
submodule (or subgroup) generated by {a 0 b + b @a}. The quotient map 7; : IOI+ 
Ii; I is the universal skew-symmetric form; Z;i I is not to be confused with its 
quotient, the second exterior power A21 = I A I (which has ur A a = 0). We shall write 
theimageofu~binI~Iasu~b.When~~RwehaveIjTI=A2Iandshalldropthe 
tildes. When Z = tR, we shall write K2(R, t) for K2(R, I). 
We now assume I*= 0. Then (D2’) is additivity in I. Using additivity (Dl) is 
equivalent to (a, 6) (6, a) = 1. From this (D3’) is equivalent to bilinearity in I x I. 
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Tiius ttiere ~;j amap (bt*atieli%n groups) I++: rx-1 + K2(R, I) given by I/J(U i, 6) = (a, 6). 
We also note that (D2) can be replaced by the following “twisted additivity” in R: 
(D4) (n, r) (a, s) = (a, r + s) (a, rsa). 
Relation (D4) shows that we cannot put a module structure on Im(rL) to make 
(/I a module map. For example, let F= Fz(t), R = F(e]. By [17, Example 31, 
K#[e], E) 
Lemma 1.2. x2(R, I) is an S( = R/I)-module under the action s(a, r) = (as, r), and l/c 
A2Z + Z?,(R, I) is an S-module homomorphism. 
We hate K,(R, I) = Z?z(R, I) in the following situations: 
(a) i E R. 
(b) R/arm(Z) is perfect of characteristic 2. 
(c) Z G (arm Z)‘, in which case J/ = 0. 
Proof. Since (a, rb) = (ar, b), the action sends all the relations of K2(R, I) except 
(D2) into (sums of) relations, as well as fixing the set {(a, ru)}. The S-module 
structure now follows from (D4). 
When $E R, (D2) yields 1= <a, r~z/2)~ = (a, ra)(u, r2a”/4) = (a, ra). In case (b) we 
have (a, ra) = (a, s’a) = (as, sa)* = 1. Finally, case (c) follows from the observation 
that (Z, (arm Z)2) = 1. To see this, we note that for Xi, y, E ann (I) we have 
(U,~xai)=n(axi,Y~)(UYi,xi)=l. 
In the special case R = S[e], Z = FR, the map 6 is zero and Z?z(R, E) = f?s as an 
S-module by results of van der Kallen [17]. 
Vorst [18] has shown that there exists a well-defined group map ~::KY R, I)+ 
Z&f& given by ~(a, r)=uOdE This fits together with 4 to give the following 
description of K2(R, I). 
Theorem 1.3. When 12= 0 the following set 
natural in R and I: 
Ii I:K2(R, Z)~ZO&+O. 
This induces an exact sequence of S-modules 
$ - 
A2Z--+K2(R, I):I@&+O. 
luence of abelian groups is exact and 
Proof. As (FI,+ =0, &as, r) = scp(a, r), and Q is onto, we have only to show that 
Q: coker($) + Z@Rs is an isomorphism. For each a E. Z define 
D, : S * coker(rl) 
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by the formula D,(P) = (a, r). Using (D4) we see that D, is a well-defined additive 
map and that coker($) is an S-module. By (D3) it is a derivation, and so induces a 
map 6,: f2, --, coker($) of S-modules, S,(s d7) = (as, r). The 6, induce a map 
6: I of& + coker(+) in the standard way. The formula for S, shows that S is onto and 
that ~6 = id(lO f&), whence Q : coker(rl) = IO f&, as desired. 
Remark. When R = SOI, I* = 0, we recover results of van der Kallen [17] and 
Dennis-Krusemeyer [3, (6.7)]. From [3, (6.311 the map 4 is an isomorphism when 
R = Z@I. The example R = S[e], S a perfect field of characteristic 2, shows that I,!J 
can be zero when Ii Z # 0. However, $ is an isomorphism when R = Z/4, even 
though S = Z/2. The following result shows that 4 is “almost” a split injection if 
R = SOI. It was proven in the case ;E S using different methods in 131. 
Corollary 1.4. If R = SO I, the second sequence of Theorem 1.3 is split exact, and 
K,(R, I)=n*I@(z@i&). 
If i E S, this gives K2(R, I) as well. If S is perfect of characteristic 2, $ induces 
A*I = Kz(R, I). 
Proof. We define p : K2(R, I) -, A21 by (a, s Ob)+ a A 6. All relations are preserved, 
so p is a well-defined group map. Since p is a left inverse for $ in Theorem 1.3, 
the decomposition of K2(R, I) follows. The two special cases follow from 
Lemma 1.2. 
Our goal is to understand the kernel of (I in the non-split case. One simple but 
useful case follows immediately from 1.2(c): 
Corollary 1.5. When I c arm(l)*, Q : K2(R, I) = I Ol&. 
To handle the general case, we set T = R @I, J = 001, and S =R/I. BY 111, 
Theorem 581 there is an exact sequence 
6 
where S(a 06) = a@db. We identify T with Keune’s R(I)1 by associating r@a E T 
with (r, r + a) E R(I)l. By [lo, Theorem 141 there is an exact sequence 
JO,I:Kz(T, J)+Kz(R, I)dO, 
where t7(aOb)=[xlz(-b@b), yzl(OOa)]-‘=(a, 60-b) (seep. 175 of [lo]). By 
naturality, the map (T, J) + (R, I) induces a map of exact sequences in 
Theorem 1.3. 
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We now state our main result on Ker(r//), again in terms of its quotient Ker(J). 
Theorem 1.6. LetS:ZOI+IOOR beS(a@b) = aOdb. Then Ker(&) = ~(Ker S), 
and we have the exact sequence of S-modules 
Proof. We first pass from I;i I to A21 and note that 
A :J@I=I@I-+A21 
is the same map as -pm, where pJ is the map of Corollary 1.4. Explicitly, 
pfi(aOb)=p,(a,bO-b)=-ahb. 
Let /3 E Ker(rll). A diagram chase shows that I&,(P) = n(a) for some (Y E J 81, and 
that 6(a) = 0. From Corollary 1.4 we see that A (a) = -p,JI,(P) = -p in .i’I. 
Conversely, suppose 6(a) = 0 for (Y E JOI. Then cpm((~) = 0, so n(a) = &J(P) for 
some p E 1; I. It follows that p E Ker(Gl) and 6 = pm(a) = - A (a). Done. 
We can apply this result in the following geometric situation. Let k be a field of 
characteristic 22, and let P be a prime ideal of A = k[xl, . . . , x,] generated by an 
A-sequence. Set R =A/P2, S =A/P; Spec(R) is the “first neighbourhood of 
infinitesimals” [5, 16.1.21 of the complete intersection Spec(S) in A”. The ideal 
I = P/P2 is a free S-module. 
In this case we have only to consider the map d: I + S ~3 RR = S 0 OA. By Theorem 
1.6 we see that rL is an injection iff d is. 
Corollary 1.7. If S = A/Pis a complete intersection in A = k[x,, . . . , x,], char(k) # 2, 
then the map J/r is a split injection, so that as abeiian groups 
Kz(R, Z)=A21@(ICW2,). 
Here R = A/P’, I = P/P2. 
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Proof. Let F be the subfield Q or Z/pZ of k. The quotient field L of S is separably 
generated over F [5]. (If L/k were separable, we could have used F = k instead.) It is 
well-known [ll] that the separability condition implies that d: I+ SORAIF is an 
injection. By the above remarks I,$ is an injection. Thus the sequence of Theorem 1.3 
is a s.e.s. of vector spaces over F, and splits as such. Done. 
Warning. The splitting will not respect the S-module structure on K2(R, I) in 
general. 
We conclude the section by noting the following simple local-global principle, and 
remarking that nil ideals in commutative rings are never Kz-regular. 
Proposition 1.8. When $ E R and I2 = 0, for every multiplicatively closed set U of R 
we have K2(Ru, Iu) = Kz(R, I)u and Ker($)U = Ker($“), rchere & :A’Iu + 
K2(Ru, I”). In particular, t,b (resp. Kz(R, I)) is zero iff 9, (resp. Kl(R,,, I,,,)) is zero for 
every m E Max(R). 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2, K2(R, I) is an R-module, so K,(R, I)c makes sense. The 
sequence of Theorem 1.6 is natural in R, and the outside terms localize properly. 
The result now follows from the five-lemma. 
Proposition 1.9. NKz(R, I) f 0 whenever I is a nil ideal in a commutative ring R. 
Proof. A standard argument of Algebraic Topology (see the weaving argument of 
[12]) gives the exact 
NKz(R, I’) -, NK,(R, I) + NKz(R/I’, I/Z’) -, NSK,(R, I’). 
The hypotheses imply that NSK1(R, I’) = 0, so we start all over with I’ = 0. Now the 
summand I[t]@dt of I[t]@& is never zero, so it follows from Theorem 1.3 that the 
subgroup (I[t], t) is a nonzero summand of NKz(R, I). 
2. Image in Kz(R) 
We now apply the computations of Section 1 to compute K2(A/P2), where 
A = k[xl, . . . , x,], k a field of characteristic 22. We restrict to the complete 
intersection case in order to expedite computation. Set R = A/P’, S = A/P, I = 
PlP2. The sequence 
(2.1) K3(R)+K,(S)+Kz(R, I)~KK~(R)--,K~(S)-,O 
shows that K2(R) is determined (up to extension) by K2(S) and Kz(R, I) when L* is 
an injection. In this case we will also have KJ(R) + KJ(S) onto. We will also see that 
this gives K2(R) = K2(S)@A’IO(I@l?s). 
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Our primary tool will be the “Tate map” from K?(R) to f2:, taking {u, v} to 
(uv)-’ du A dv. Th’ IS map was defined in [7] up to sign; R. K. Dennis has shown [2] 
that it takes (a, b) to (1+ ab)-’ da A db. We will compose with 0: + Son’, in this 
section. The advantage gained is that 
is a free S-module, and (a, b) maps to da A db. Call the map K2(R) + S@fI~ “Tate”. 
We first pause to acquire the following useful results from exterior algebra. We 
forget our restriction on k, S until (2.6). 
Proposition 2.2. Let V c W be an inclusion of free S-modules, S any commutative 
ring. The kernel of V@ W+A’W/n’Vis contained in V@(Vt_n W), where Vt_n 
W={wE WISwnVfO}. 
Proof. Let L be the total quotient ring of S, and write V, = VOL, etc. Now L is a 
semilocal ring of dimension 0, so [8,§ 20.41 W,/ V, must be free. Thus we can choose 
a complementary L-module Z so that W, = V,OZ. We have A2 W,=.t’V,O 
A2Z O( V,@Z) and VO( W/ V), embeds in the third summand. The result follows 
from the fact that the kernel of W+ ( W/ V), = WJ V, is V, n W. Done. 
Corollary 2.3. Let W be a free S-module, v E Wa faithful element. Then the kernel of 
(v A -) : W + /12W is the submodule I-‘v, where I is the trace ideal of v in W 
Proof. Fix a basis {x,} for W and write v = 1 VJ,, V = Sv. Note that I is generated 
by the o, so V, n W = I-‘v. The proposition now implies that ker(c A -) c I-lo. 
Conversely, given s E I-’ we have 
V A SV = c [V, (SVc() - Vp(SVm)]Xm A Xp = 0. 
CT<B 
Remarks. If W is not free we have the following counterexample. Let S = k[v, w] 
and let W be the ideal (v, w). Then A2 W 2 k on generator v A w and the kernel of 
(v A -) is (0, w2). 
If v is not faithful, then v A arm(v) W = 0, while ann(ti) WF I-‘c. 
The following result is essentially a nonseparable version of [15] and [ 161. I am 
indebted to W. Vasconcelos for the main ideas in the proof. 
Proposition 2.4. Let S = A/P be a complete intersection in A = k[xl, . . . , x,]. Then 
f& is torsionfree if and only if S is integrally closed. 
Proof. Let L be the quotient field of S. Since L is separably generated over Q or 
Z/pZ, the sequence 
‘5 
0+P/P2+SORa4,+0 
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is exact. Restricting attention to a finitely generated summand of S ORA, we argue as 
in [ 161: as pd(&) s 1, the associated primes of 0, (hence all its primes, as S is C-M) 
have height ~1. Thus S is normal iff f2sD is free for all height 1 primes p. In particular, 
this proves the “if” part. 
Conversely, suppose some R = S, is not a DVR, height (p) = 1. Then some 
eEL-R has epc R. As S is not invertible, some fc P-pP has cY(f)Ep(ROOA). 
Let w denote the image of eS(f) in OR; w is a torsion element. Moreover, w f 0 since 
w = 0 would imply that eS(f) = S(g) for some g E P, i.e., that ef E R @P/P*. But e& R 
and some coordinate off is a unit of R, so this is absurd. Done. 
Corollary 2.5. Let I = P/P*, S = k[x,, . . . , x,]/P a complete intersection. Then the 
mae 
A (dOl):ZOn,~(Son~,/d(A’Z) 
given by.?@dyHdx A dy (mod dA*I) is an injection if Sis integrally closed. If P = (x) 
is principal this map (dx I\ - : Rs + San:) is an injection if and only if S is a normal 
hypersurface in A”. 
Proof. We apply Proposition 2.2 with V = dI, W = SO0,. Since 0s = WI V, V, n 
W = V iff R,s is torsionfree. The last statement follows from Corollary 2.3. 
Theorem 2.6. Let S = A/P be an integrally closed complete intersection in A = 
k[x,, . . . , x,,], char(k) # 2. Set R = A/P*, I = P/P’. Then: 
(i) K*(R) = K2(S)OA21@(IC30s). 
(ii) The map K,(R) + K3(S) is onto. 
Proof. By the introductory remarks of this section, it is enough to show that the 
composite 
Tate(L,):K*(R, I)+K2(R)+SOR~ 
is an injection. This is a vector space map over Q or Z/pZ and splits as such, so that 
Tate splits L*. 
The map Tate(&): A*l+S@& is just A*d:fh g +df A dg, so it is enough to 
show that the induced map I@&-, S@ni/d(A*I) is an injection. This situation is 
covered by Corollary 2.5 since the induced map is easily seen to be ~(dO1). Done. 
The astute reader may wonder what happens if f2’, is used instead of its quotient 
San;. The answer seems complicated in general. To illustrate the point, we 
consider the special case of a plane curve given by t(x, y) = 0. The map from 
K2(R, t) 3 Rs to 0: is w + dt A w + t dw. Using the ideas of Corollaries 2.3 and 2.5 
we see that the kernel of this map lies inside the subgroup I-’ dt of Rs. To compute 
the image in fli, we project to the summand f2i,k = (R/tJ) dx A dy, where J = 
(at/ax, at/ay)s. 
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Lemma 2.7. Let R = k[x, y]/(t*), S = k[x, y]/(t), and pick e E J-’ so that w = e dt E 
Rs. Write w = w~+w, + W, dy and let s E S be such that o,(at/ax) --w,(at/ay) = 
st (mod r*) in k[x, y]. Then the map I-‘dt+S/Jz tL?&, induced by 
Tate(b,):fl,+fJ’, sendsw to s +(aw,/ax--aw,/ay). 
As an application, set t =x3-y*. A typical element of I-’ dt is w = 
(a + bx)(3y dx -2x dy), a, b E k, when char(k) # 2,3. The element s is -6(a + bx) 
and the image of w in S/J = k[x]/(x*) is -(lla + 13bx). We thus distinguish four 
cases. In the first three, a E k is such that da = 0 in Rk. 
char(k) = 3: The kernel of Tate(+.) is all (at, y). 
char(k) = 11: The kernel of Tate(b,) is all (3ayt, x)(-2axt, y). 
char(k) = 13: The kernel of Tate(L,) is all (3axyt, x)(-2ax*t, y). 
char(k) = 0,5,7 or p > 13: The mapTate(L,) is an injection. Hence K’(R) -, K’(S) 
is onto and K*(R) = K2(S)@Rs. 
3. Higher order nilpotence 
Consider the following two situations. For convenience we fix an integer N 2 3. 
(A) k is a commutative ring containing l/N!. Set A = k[t], S = k, and let 
R, = A/(t”) be the truncated polynomial ring for m 2 1. 
(B) k is a field containing l/N!. Set A = k[xl, . . . , x,], and let 0 # t E A be such 
that S = A/(t) is an integrally closed domain. Let R, denote A/(t”), the (m - 1)th 
neighbourhood of infinitesimals of S for m 2 1. 
Note that if S is regular in (B) we recover case (A) with k = S. For then S is formally 
smooth over the ground field (Q or Z/pZ) and R, --f S splits. 
We now demonstrate the main results (l), (2) mentioned in the introduction. 
Theorem 3.1. Assume either case (A) or (B), and let 2 s m C N. 
(a) For m >j > m/2 the following sequence is exact: 
K3(R,) + K3(Ri)- R,,,+ + 0. 
The map K3(R,) + K’(S) is onto. 
(b) For m 2 3 the maps K3(R,)+K3(R,-I) are not onto. For N > m 2 4 every 
elementofK3(Rm) notcomingfromK3(R,+t ) maps to a nonzero element of KJ(R,,,-1). 
Thus K3(R,)+K3(Rm-,) is a nontrivial map on the “exotic” elements, i.e., those 
elements mapping to 0 in K’(S) but not coming from K3(Rmcl). 
(c) We have K2(R,) = K2(S)OK2(R,, t). The abefian group K2(R,, t) is iso- 
morphic to S “‘-‘C&I& and isfiltered by the images 5 of Kz(R,, t’) with Ft/Ft+l s 0s. 
Moreover, the composite 
Kz(R,, t) -Kz(R,) =+Rm_,@f2: 
is an injection. In case (A), we can identify K2(R,, t) with the summand 
R,_, dt&fl,, of R,_,OfI:. 
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We begin by making some general remarks. Since Ki(R,, t) = 0, the long exact 
ideal sequence ends in 
(3.2) &(R,)-+&(Rj)+K*(R,, ti)&z(R,)+K*(Ri)+o. 
If m > j>m/2, Theorem 1.3 gives an isomorphism CF: Kz(R,, t’) = 
tiR, 0 Rn, = R,-t @a 0,. Thus th e proof is effectively reduced to a computation of 
b** 
The following lemma gives general conditions under which L* is not an injection. 
Lemma 3.3. Let R be a commutative ring containing both l/m and t, where tm = 0. 
Then (t’, t”-‘) = 0 in Kz(R, t) and Kz(R) for 0 <j < m. 
Since K2(R, t') = R/ann(t’) 0 flR whenever m > j> mf 2 and (ti, t’“-‘) cor- 
responds to d(t”-‘) , L* cannot be an injection whenever d(t”‘-‘) # 0. In our cases this 
is so, since dt # Oin S@af?A implies that d(t”-‘) # 0 in R,_jORn. 
Proof. We first recall the general fact that if 1 +xy” is a unit of R we have 
(x, v”) = n(xv n-‘, y). This follows from relation (D3). We are now reduced to the 
case j = m - 1, since (at’, t”-‘) = (m - j)(at”-‘, t). We have -(atm-*, t) = (t, at”‘-‘) = 
(at, tmV1)= (m - l)(at”-‘, t), so m(aP-‘, t) = 0. In particular, (atme’, t)= 
m((a/m)t”-‘, t) = 0. 
While we are on the subject, we note that the following sharpened version of (3.3) 
can be extracted from part (c) of Theorem 3.1. We will not use this result. 
Corollary 3.4. Let R be a commutative ring containing both 1 /m ! and t, where m a 2 
and t” = 0. Then for all i, j 2 1 we have (t’, t’) = 0 in KJR, t) and Kz(R). In particular 
(t, t) = 0. 
Proof. By naturaiity of Kz it is enough to consider the case R = k[t]/(t”), k = 
Z[l/m!]. Since (t’, ti) is killed by the Tate map, part (c) of (3.1) will imply that it is 
zero in K2(R, t). 
We now prove part (c). Note that case (A) is a slightly modified version of J. 
Graham’s result [9]. For in this case we have the isomorphism RR, = R, Of?,, 0 
R,_, dt, df = Df Of’ dt. The element df A dg projects tof’Dg - g’Df in the summand 
R,,,_,@f& of fl;_. 
Proposition 3.5. Assume the notation of case (A), m <N. The Tare map induces an 
isomorphism of Kz(R,, t) with R,_l@Rk, sending (tf, g) to (1 + tfg)-* x 
[fDg + t(f’Dg - g’W1. 
Proof. If m = 2 the Tate map sends cp-‘( f dg) to f dg for f, g E RI = k. Inductively, 
we take j= m - 1 in (3.2), noting that C,C: K2(R,, t”-‘)zf2RI,0 k dt. By Lemma 3.3 
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the summand cp-‘(k dt) = k(rm-‘, t) lies in the kernel of L*. Thus both rows are exact 
in the diagram 
Rk L+ R,(R,, 1) - Kz(R,-,, t) - 0 
The displayed formula for the Tate map shows that the diagram commutes. The 
proposition follows from a diagram chase. 
In case (B) we have to be more careful, since we have no splitting of RR, and must 
be content with showing that the Tate map is an injection on K2(R,, t). Since we have 
an underlying field, the image of K2(R,, t) is a summand of R,_lOR~, whence the 
splitting K2(R,) = K2(S)OK2(R,, t). 
Since the result for m = 2 follows from Theorem 2.6, we induct using the diagram 
L* 
fls - K,(R,, t) - K>(Rm-,, t) c_* 0 
- R,,,&R: -0. 
The Rs appears in (3.6) for the following reason. By Lemma 1.2 the subgroup 
(RI m-‘, r) of Kt(R, t) has an R-module structure (for convenience we use R for the 
fixed R,). By (3.3) its generator (r”‘-i, t) is zero. Using Theorem 1.3 the quotient 
Kz(R, t”-‘)/(Rt”-I, t) is isomorphic to f?s under (gtm-‘, h)wg dh. 
A short computation shows that (3.6) commutes if the left vertical arrow is 
g dh H (m - 1) dt A g dh. As S is integrally closed, this map is manic by Corollary 2.5. 
A diagram chase shows that L* and Tate:K2(R,, t)+ Rm_10f2~ are manic. This 
proves part (c) of Theorem 3.1. 
Remark. The situation is more complicated in the case R, = A/P”, P generated by 
an A-sequence of length > I, even if A/P is normal (so the Tate map is an injection 
form = 2 by (2.5)). In the case A/P regular and char(k) = 0, a formula has been given 
by Bloch [l]. The difficulty in extending the proof of case (B) is exemplified by the 
fact that the kernel of K2(R3, t2) + Rz@f2f, always contains (s2, s) and (t’, t) for 
s, t E P, but not always (r’, t). 
The proof of (a) is now easy. We map R,,,-,. into Kz(R,, t’) = R,-j@RA by sending 
r to 
e(r) = (rt’, r) + (t”‘/(i + l), r) = r dt + r/(i + 1) dr. 
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This lies in the kernel of L* as it is killed by the Tate map, so we have two things to 
establish. 
(1) The map e is an injection. Write r = sfi with s& tR,+; we have to show that 
r dt+tdr/~+l)=urdt+t”’ ds/(j+ 1) is nonzero, where u is the unit (i +i + l/ 
i+ 1). In the subquotient S@Ra = t’R,-jOna/r”‘R,-iORA this is US dt. But the 
map dt:S+SORa is an injection (as in (1.7)), so US dr # 0. 
(2) Ker(L,)=e(R,+). A typical element of R,-j@f?A is fiti, where 
w& tR,-j@R,, i.e. 6 # 0 in SOf?,. NOW 
Tate(L,cp-‘) : t’w -(i +j)ti*jel dt A w + tiCi dw 
so if cp-‘(r’w) E Ker(r,) we must have 6 = s dt in SORA. Lift s to R,-j and subtract 
e(u-‘st’) from w to increase i. Eventually we get w =O mod e(R,+) as desired. 
This establishes (a) and the first sentence of part (b) of Theorem 3.1. When 
N > m 2 4 we consider the commutative diagram 
(3.7) 
The S corresponds to the subgroup (St”, t) of K2(R,+1, P), while the RZ cor- 
responds to the subgroup of all (rP’-‘, t)+(t”/m, r), rE R2, of Kx(R,,,+I, t’“). It 
follows that the right vertical arrow of (3.7) is the injection S-S?. This proves (b) 
since KJR,,,) maps onto K,(S). 
Done with Theorem 3.1. 
The proof of part (6) actually gives a stronger result: 
Corollary 3.8. Assume l/m! E k, and letr E K3(R,,,_l), r & im K3(R,,,). 7’he image 
of r in Ks(Rj)/im K3(R,) is zero iff j =z 4 m. 
Proof. K3(Rj)/im K3(R,) is a subgroup of Kz(R,, t’), and r maps to some element 
(~t’“-~, t), a E S. The assumption on r implies that a # 0. By Theorem 1.3, (arm-‘, 
I) is nonzero if m < 2j and zero if m = 2j. Finally, if m = 2j + 1 we argue as in 
Lemma 3.3: 
(at m-l, r) = (ar’ tm-j) ($, atm-i) 
= 2(at’ tm-‘) 
= 2(m -i)(at”-‘, t) 
= m((a/m)t”-‘, t) = 0. 
We conclude with the following amusing consequence of part (b). Assume either 
case (A) or (B) with Q c k. Form the chain complex Co = 0 and 
C, = R3(R,)limage(R3(RM+2)), 
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m 2 1, with the obvious maps C,,, -+ C,,_,. By part (c) we have Cl =O. Now 
Kz(Ro, r*) = 0,~ and the Tate map sends f dg to d(fr*) A dg in R3@12:. An analysis 
entirely similar to the proof of part (a) of Theorem 3.1 shows that e: S + RRZ, 
e(s) = s dt + t ds/3, is an injection and that e(S) = Ker(d,). Thus C2 =S and the map 
CJ+ C2 is induced by Kz(RS, t3)+ K2(R4, t*); this map is zero since (rt3, t)+ 
(t4/4, r) = 0 in K2(R4, t*). In summary, we have 
Corollary 3.9. The complex C, = K3(R*)/im Ks(R,+z) is 
. * . :R2~R2:S+O+0. 
Hence H,,, (C,) = 0 except for H3 = HZ = S. 
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